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Background. There are no evidence-based strategies that have been shown to be superior in maintaining motor function for months to years after the stroke. The LAST study therefore intends to assess the effect of a long-term follow-up program for stroke patients compared to standard care on function, disability and health. Design. This is a prospective, multi-site randomised controlled trial, with blinded assessment 18 months after inclusion. A total of 390 patients will be recruited and randomised to a control group, receiving usual care, or to an intervention group 10 to 16 weeks after onset of stroke. Patients will be stratified according to stroke severity, age above 80, and recruitment site. The intervention group will receive monthly coaching on physical activity by a physiotherapist for 18 consecutive months after inclusion. Outcomes. The primary outcome is motor function (Motor Assessment Scale) 18 months after inclusion. Secondary outcomes are: dependency, balance, endurance, health-related quality of life, fatigue, anxiety and depression, cognitive function, burden on caregivers, and health costs. Adverse events and compliance to the intervention will be registered consecutively during follow-up.

1. Introduction

Several randomised controlled trials have been performed in different countries and clinical settings to assess the effectiveness of stroke unit care for hospitalised stroke patients. The results from these studies show that stroke unit care reduces death and dependency in the short and long term [1]. The complex interventions that have shown very beneficial effects in randomised trials are also shown to be applicable and effective in routine practice [2]. After discharge from hospital a number of randomised controlled trials have shown that further follow-up by an early supported discharge service also improves independence in daily activities [3]. Despite the recommended implementation of these facilities [4], stroke still is a major cause of disability in the western countries [5]. It is hypothesised that effective interventions is needed to improve or maintain function and activity for months to years after stroke, otherwise the patient will deteriorate [4].

The effect of several more specific rehabilitation treatments during the course of stroke has also been tested, finding that repetitive task training could be beneficial to improve arm function while cardiorespiratory fitness training and task-oriented physical fitness training for walking could be beneficial to improve aspects of gait function [4]. Furthermore, the US guidelines recommend that patients...
with stroke who are capable of engaging in physical activity should do at least 30 minutes of moderate-intensity physical exercise, typically defined as vigorous activity sufficient to break a sweat or noticeable heart rate, 1 to 3 times a week [6]. However, in Norway, it is recommended that stroke patients in the chronic phase exercise at 60 to 80% of maximum heart rate for 10 to 60 minutes, 2 to 5 times a week [7]. These recommendations are largely based on expert opinions, and it appears that physical activity in community dwelling stroke survivors is far below the recommended levels [8]. Motor impairments and lack of motor skills are probably one of the most significant barriers to an active lifestyle [9]. Different community-based approaches have also been tested out in randomised controlled trials to assess the most beneficial intervention for improvement and maintenance of motor function after stroke [10, 11]. It seems like high motivation and adherence to exercise protocols can be triggered by the test occasions and regular contact with a physiotherapist 3, 6, and 12 months after stroke, indicating that a follow-up program on a consultative basis is as beneficial as a compulsory exercise programme [12]. This is in contrast to the results from the ExStroke Pilot Trial showing that regular phone calls in addition to counselling of physical activity every three to six month gave no increase in physical activity compared to only counselling during the first 2 years after stroke [13]. Neither gave a lifestyle course in combination with physical activity any additional beneficial effect compared to physical activity alone [14]. There is also growing interest in health coaching as an approach to improve a healthy lifestyle in patients with chronic diseases. Health coaching includes coaching on all aspects of health such as diet, smoking habits, and physical activity and could include interventions like motivational interviews, group therapy, individual advices on lifestyle changes, and so on. The effect is promising, however, the intervention is sparsely tested on stroke patients and more well-designed studies are warranted [15].

In summary, there are no evidence-based strategies that have been shown to be superior in maintaining motor function for months to years after the stroke [4]. Due to the increasing number of stroke patients in the next decades [16], it is a great challenge for the health care system to improve the long-term follow-up care for this group of patients and to ensure the maintenance of motor function. The maintenance must be seen as a life-long endeavour and in accordance with the need of healthy individuals to “keep in shape.” Hence, a long term follow-up program including coaching of physical activity after stroke should be tested out in a randomised controlled trial. The LAST study therefore intends to assess the effect of a long term follow-up program for stroke patients compared to standard care on function, disability, and health.

The primary hypothesis is as follow.

(i) Patients receiving a long term follow-up program after stroke, comprising coaching on physical activity and exercise, will have better motor function than patients receiving standard care, 18 months after inclusion.

Secondary hypotheses are as follows.

(i) Patients receiving a long term follow-up program after stroke, comprising coaching on physical activity and exercise, will have better ADL function, better balance, better walking ability, better quality of life, less fatigue, reduced risk of new cardiovascular or cerebrovascular events and less use of health services, compared to patients receiving standard care, 18 months after inclusion.

2. Methods

2.1. Study Design. The LAST study is a prospective, multisite randomized controlled trial, with masked assessment at 18 months after inclusion. Patients will be enrolled at the outpatient clinic at St. Olavs Hospital or Bærum Hospital 10 to 16 weeks after onset of stroke. Figure 1 shows the study design.

2.2. Setting. Patients referred to a follow-up assessment at the outpatient clinic at one of the two study hospitals (Bærum Hospital and St. Olavs Hospital, Trondheim University Hospital) 3 months after discharge from the stroke unit will be invited to participate. The intervention will be community based and accomplished in Asker, Bærum, and Trondheim municipality. Asker and Bærum are suburbs to Oslo, having about 57 000 and 114 000 inhabitants, respectively, while the city of Trondheim is the third largest city in Norway with 175 000 inhabitants.

2.3. Participants. All patients treated at the stroke unit at St. Olavs Hospital, Trondheim University Hospital and Bærum Hospital will be screened according to the following criteria at the outpatient clinic 2.5 to 4 months after onset of stroke.

Inclusion Criteria:

(i) diagnosis of stroke,

(ii) 0–4 points on Modified Rankin Scale,

(iii) mini Mental State Examination >20, or >16 for patients with aphasia,

(iv) have been discharged from hospital or inpatient rehabilitation and are community dwelling,

(v) no other serious diseases which makes it difficult to perform the intervention,

(vi) capable of providing consent.

Exclusion Criteria:

(i) seriously medical comorbidity with life expectancy <6 months,

(ii) medical assessment shows contraindication to participate in motor training,
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2.4. Randomisation. Participants are consecutively recruited and block randomised as they enter the study at the outpatient clinic. Patients will be stratified according to stroke severity, age above 80, and recruitment site. The randomisation procedure will be computerised and organised by Unit for Applied Clinical Research at Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU).

2.5. Baseline Data. Age, gender, marital status, pre-stroke residence, pre-stroke function, time for onset of stroke, time for admission to hospital, number of days in hospital/stroke unit, discharge destination, stroke severity, affected side, classification of stroke, medication, medical history, and functional state will be recorded at baseline. This information will be collected directly from the patients and/or from their hospital records. In addition, all measures listed as outcome measures will be applied at baseline.

2.6. Intervention. All patients eligible for inclusion into the LAST study will undergo evidence-based comprehensive stroke unit treatment in the acute phase [1]. Furthermore patients eligible for an early supported discharge (ESD) service [17] will be followed by a hospital based multidisciplinary team working in close cooperation with the primary health care system during the first four weeks after discharge. This follow-up care will be concluded at the outpatient clinic where the patients will be screened for inclusion into the LAST study.

2.6.1. Usual Care (Control Group). Patients randomised to usual care will be given standard community based treatment as it is given to all patients with the diagnosis of stroke within the participating municipalities. The treatment will be given as outpatient rehabilitation or as rehabilitation in the patients’ home according to the patients’ needs. The main approach for physiotherapists working in the participating municipalities is a non-specialised approach, which means that they are expected to treat a range of different patient groups at older age.

2.6.2. Long-Term Follow-Up Program (Intervention Group). Patients randomised to the intervention group will in addition to usual care be given a long term follow-up program comprising a physiotherapist who will meet and coach the patients, preferably in the patients’ home, on a monthly basis for 18 consecutive months after inclusion. The intervention consists of coaching on physical activity which is a significant part of health coaching. At the first meeting the patients have to complete a questionnaire about their physical activity preferences [18] to register their facilitators and barriers to physical activity. In the first meeting, all patients have to list at least one major goal for the next 3 months by use of Goal Attainment Scaling [19]. Thus, an exercise schedule in accordance with this goal and physical activity preferences will be made for the next month. The program will comprise 45–60 minutes of physical exercise once a week and 30

(iii) other serious impairments that will have a significant impact on functional outcome,
(iv) already included in another study.
minutes of physical activity every day. The weekly physical exercise will include 3 or 4 periods of rigorous activity, rated between 15 and 17 on Borgs Scale of perceived exertion. Already established community based kind of treatments will preferable be used for the rigorous exercise. Patients at the higher functional level will, if possible, participate in already established exercise groups for seniors. Patients with a lower functional level will participate in groups for people with special needs. Patients at the lowest functional level who do not fit into any group will be given individual treatment. In the following monthly meetings, the therapist and patient together will revise and agree on a new physical activity and exercise program for the next month. The patients will be responsible for executing the daily physical activity. All patients in the intervention group are asked to review their training diary on a daily basis. This is an essential part of the intervention to ensure compliance. It is also an important part of the intervention that the coaching physiotherapist will act in close cooperation with all other parts of the health care system.

2.7. Outcome Measures. Essential features of an exercise protocol for persons with stroke are motor function, activities of daily living, mobility/walking characteristics, balance, endurance, and overall health-related quality of life.

2.7.1. Primary Outcome Assessed at 18 Months after Inclusion. Motor Assessment Scale (MAS) [20] is chosen as primary outcome to assess motor function in the present trial. MAS is especially developed for persons with stroke, covering the whole range of stroke severities, and is frequently used in previous stroke trials [21]. Motor Assessment Scale is sensitive for change and the reliability and validity of the Norwegian translation of MAS is ensured [22].

2.7.2. Secondary Outcomes Assessed at 18 Months after Inclusion. Barthel Index (BI) [23] and Modified Rankin Scale (mRS) [23] are chosen to assess activities of daily living and dependency. Both scales are widely used within stroke trials. The last item of Berg Balance Scale (BBS) [24] and Timed Up and Go test (TUG) [25] are chosen to assess balance, while 10 metres maximum gait speed is chosen to assess walking ability [26]. The 6-Minute Walk Test (6MWT) is chosen to assess endurance [27]. Stroke Impact Scale (SIS) (only at 18 months) [28] and EQ-5D-5L [29] will be applied to assess health-related aspects of quality of life. Fatigue Severity Scale (FSS-7) [30] and one simple question from the HUNT3 questionnaire [31] are chosen to assess the degree of fatigue, while Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) [32] is chosen to assess the degree of anxiety and depression. Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) [33] and Trailmaking A and B [34] will be applied to assess cognition. Finally Caregiver Strain Index (CSI) [35] is chosen to measure the burden of having a spouse or another significant family member suffering from stroke.

2.8. Economic Evaluation. The economic analysis will compare the costs in the long term follow-up group versus the usual care group and will involve the following.

(1) Comparison of the mean costs of therapy which will include personnel costs of community based therapy services (physiotherapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, training groups, rehabilitation in a day clinic and day care for adults), and personnel costs of the coach/coordinating physiotherapist.

(2) Comparison of mean length of stay for patients readmitted to hospital, to inpatient rehabilitation or nursing homes.

(3) Comparison of mean costs of home-based services and mean costs of general practitioner.

Data on home based services will be collected by use of already existing computerised systems at each site, like GERICA in Trondheim and Asker and HELIOS in Bærum. In addition, data on use of private physiotherapy and general practitioners will be collected from other computerised systems. One dedicated person at each site will be responsible for collecting data on a monthly basis.

Information about readmission to hospital will also be collected by reviewing the patients hospital records every sixth month, while information about any sick leave will be collected from the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration (NAV).

2.9. Adverse Events. Information about death will be collected from the Norwegian Cause of Death Registry. Information about readmission to hospital and the reason for readmission like new cardiovascular or cerebrovascular events and fractures will be collected from the Norwegian Patient Registry, the Norwegian Stroke Registry and retrospectively from the patients’ hospital records every sixth month.

Number of serious falls, resulting in a hospital admission or a visit at the emergency unit, will be recorded by reviewing the patients hospital record every sixth month.

2.10. Compliance. Number of completed sessions of weekly exercise and daily physical activity will be recorded in a training diary by patients randomised to the intervention group. The content, intensity, and duration of these sessions will be registered by the patient on a daily basis.

In addition, the amount of physical activity will be recorded in both groups every sixth month by use of three simple questions from the HUNT questionnaire [36] and the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) [37] to assess differences in activity level between the groups. In addition physical activity will be assessed by use of ActivPAL sensor system [38] for a selected group of the patients.

2.11. Sample Size. Sample size estimation was based on previous data from a comparable population [11, 39]. Ten percentage differences between the groups are considered clinically significant. The intervention group is expected to maintain their highest expected mean MAS score (38.4 points) at 18 months follow-up, while the control group is expected a 10% reduction at the same time point (34.6 points). The standard deviation is estimated to 10.6 points.
Based on these assumptions, a sample size of 170 persons in each group is needed to reach a statistical power of 90%. This estimate is based on alpha 0.05. On the assumption that 15% of the participants may drop out during the course of the study a target of 390 participants has been set.

2.12. Ethics. This project will be conducted in accordance with ethical standards given by the Norwegian National Committee for Medical and Health Research Ethics. The LAST study is approved by the Regional Committee of Medical and Health Research Ethics (REC no. 2011/1427).

Only patients who are judged by a medical doctor to tolerate the intervention at the outpatient clinic will be included into the study. Patients randomised to the control group will receive today's best practice while the intervention group will get extra support from a physiotherapist in addition to today's best practice. The effect of the intervention is unknown but it is unlikely that it will increase the risk of adverse events. Hopefully it will be beneficial and improve motor function even more. As far as we can see there are no ethical second thoughts by conducting the LAST study. The LAST study is registered in ClinicalTrial.gov registry (Protocol Record 205309/H10).

2.13. Statistical Analysis. Reporting will follow the CONSORT statement for parallel group randomized trials [40]. Descriptive statistics will be performed in order to present the population and the characteristic of the two groups. All analyses will be analysed as intention-to-treat analysis according to the CONSORT instructions. Analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) will be used to study differences between groups according to the primary endpoint, motor assessment scale at 18 months after inclusion. The ANCOVA model will include stroke severity, age, pre stroke disability, treatment group, and motor function at baseline as covariates. Mann-Whitney U test will be used for secondary data not being normal distributed. In all analyses we will control for potential confounding factors, investigate effect modifications, and present both unadjusted and adjusted effects with 95% confidence intervals.

Subanalysis will be performed according to the stratification variables (stroke severity, age above 80 and recruitment site) to explore trends within subgroups of patients.


3. Summary

It is shown that repetitive task training is beneficial to improve motor function in all phases after stroke. Furthermore, it is recommended that stroke patients engage in physical activity and exercise up to 5 days a week to maintain motor function and reduce the risk of recurrent strokes. Even though these recommendations are largely based on expert opinions, the maintenance must be seen as a lifelong endeavour and in accordance with the need of healthy individuals to “keep in shape.” Motor impairments are one of the barriers for stroke patients to comply with these recommendations. Hence, there is a need for strategies to facilitate motor training and maintain motor function at a high level in the long term and thereby reduce the need for health services and reduce the health costs after stroke.

Health coaching includes coaching on all aspects of health such as diet, smoking habits, and physical activity. Health coaching might improve a healthy lifestyle in patients with chronic diseases and could include interventions like motivational interviews, group therapy, individual advices on life style changes, and so on. The effect seems promising, however, it is not widely tested on patients after stroke.

In a randomised controlled trial, we want to test the effect of coaching on physical activity performed by a physiotherapist aiming to maintain motor function in the long run after stroke. The coaching will be given in monthly meetings for 18 consecutive months after inclusion. In the first meeting facilitators and barriers to physical activity will be registered by use of a physical activity preferences questionnaire and the patients’ individual goals will be registered by use of Goal Attainment Scaling. Based on this information, a physical activity and exercise program for the next month will be set up. The program will comprise at least 45–60 minutes of physical exercise once a week and 30 minutes of physical activity every day. Already established community based kind of treatments will preferably be used for the rigorous exercise. The patients will be responsible for executing the daily physical activity. To ensure compliance, all patients in the intervention group have to review their training diary on a daily basis.

In addition to the potential to improve functional outcomes, the LAST study has the potential to reduce the health costs by reducing the number of readmissions to hospital and reducing the need for home care services. Stroke patients are at increased risk of immobility-related complications increasing the risk of readmission to hospital. Hence, a small increase in activity level will reduce this risk and save health money for alternative use.

With the aging population and the rising number of stroke patients, the outcome of this trial has the potential to benefit a large section of the population both in Norway and in other western countries. The intervention will be tested out in three different community based settings and if it shows to be beneficial, it will be easy to adjust and implement into several other different kind of community based settings. If the results turn out to be neutral or negative, we have the scientific evidence that usual care still is the most beneficial approach.

Study Organisation and Funding

This project is organised at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Faculty of Medicine, Department of Neuroscience. A project group and a steering committee have been set down to manage the project. The LAST study is funded by the Norwegian Research Council, the Collaboration Committee between Central Norway
Health Authority, and Norwegian University of Science and Technology and by grants from the Stroke Unit Research Fund.
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The Steering Committee is composed of: Professor Bent Indredavik, Associate Professor Torunn Askim, Associate Professor Birgitta Langhammer, Associate Professor Torgeir Engstad, Professor Jon Magnusson, MD Hege Ihle-Hansen, Anne Hansen (Head of Department of Physiotherapy, City of Trondheim, Norway), Rigmor Rytter Axelsen (Head of Department of Rehabilitation, municipality of Bærum, Norway), Rune Schjøløien (Head of Department of Prevention and Rehabilitation, municipality of Asker, Norway), and Randi Moxnes Osmundnes (Landsforeningen for slåtten, municipality of Asker, Norway). International collaborating partners are: Professor Peter Langhorne (University of Glasgow, UK), Associate Professor Jon Magnusson, MD Hege Ihle-Hansen, Professor Birgitta Langhammer, Associate Professor Torgeir Indredavik, Associate Professor Torgeir Askim, Associate Professor Julie Bernhardt (Florey Neuroscience Institutes, Melbourne, Australia).
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